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Abstract

Nyonya cuisine is widely spread in the Malay Archipelago which is known as fusion of Chinese immigrant
and local Malay cuisine. The cuisine has been established and developed with globalisation and movement
of people in the region. Furthermore, it is identified as cultural product or image of the society which
represents the identity of the people in the society. This study is to understand the establishment and
development of Nyonya cuisine in line with the migration of the Peranakans in the Malay Archipelago via
the exiting literatures. Data collected are from secondary sources, derived from relevant literatures, media
and academic articles and authorised websites relevant to Nyonya cuisine and the Peranakans in the Malay
Archipelago. The authors’ observation is also used to grasp the distinction in Nyonya cuisine. As results,
Nyonya cuisine is a representative result of cultural hybridisation by migration of the Peranakans into the
Malay Archipelago, geographical proximity and political factors. Nyonya cuisine today is further developing
along with the influx of global culture into the region which fosters rejuvenation and exchange of cuisine.
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Introduction
By the spread of globalisation, the world becomes
more integrated and movement of people across the
borders seems more frequent than ever. Not only
people but also their culture and ideas across the
borders have led to a spread of immigrants’ culture
into the destination society [1]. Cuisine has become
a definite subject that should not be ignored in this
global movement as it has spread worldwide by the
flow of immigrants. Food for humans was only to
provide nutrients to survive in the beginning of
human beings’ history. Obtaining food and cooking
were a chore or a core living process, such as
breathing. Over the course of history, food has
evolved into a sort of ‘cultural image’ that represents
the people and regional identity as ‘eating is a daily
reaffirmation of cultural identity [2]’. Preparing and

presenting ‘culture image’ created such table man-
ners, recipe and art form that give further distinctive
features of the cuisine. This contributes to a popular
saying ‘you are what you eat’ meaning the food that
you eat represents and defines you [3]. Thus, food
culture explains and reinforces society or people’s
identity [4]. The cuisine is a cultural product estab-
lished and further developed by cultural process [5].
In regional context, the Malay Archipelago has been
perceived as ‘melting pot’ of the region because of a
huge number of immigrants from different cultural
backgrounds [6], and became a cosmopolitan me-
tropolis today with its multicultural population of
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the society. Nyonya cuisine is described as the cuis-
ine which blends Chinese cooking ingredients and
recipes with Indo-Malay flavours, herbs and spices
[7]. In other words, Nyonya cuisine is a product of
cultural process evoked by globalisation and global
migration movement and has widely spread in the
Malay Archipelago that became a fusion of local
cuisine and migrants’ cuisine.

Methodology
This article endeavours to explore the development1 and
spread of Nyonya cuisine in a link with migration of the
Peranakans, who are Chinese immigrants to Southeast
Asia region, particularly to the Malay Archipelago, based
on data collected from secondary sources, mainly de-
rived from relevant literatures, academic articles and
authorised websites with regard to Nyonya cuisine and
the Peranakans in the Malay Archipelago. The authors’
past experience and observation were also used to grasp
the distinction in Nyonya cuisine in this article. The
objectives of this article are (1) to explore the history of
the Peranakans and Nyonya cuisine, (2) to investigate
distinctive features of Nyonya cuisine in brief and (3) to
find out the current status of Nyonya cuisine in the
region and the regional differences, particularly focuses
on Malacca and Penang.

History of the Peranakans and Nyonya cuisine
Origin of the Peranakans
Along with the migration movement, a mixture of immi-
grants’ and host country’s culture sometimes will give
birth to a modified or new culture along with new prac-
tices, beliefs and food. The relationship between the
Peranakans and Nyonya cuisine is an example of the cre-
ation and hybridisation of a new vibrant culture [8].
‘Peranakan’ refers to ‘descendant’ in Bahasa Melayu, and

it particularly identifies Chinese immigrants and their
descendants from mainland China to Malay Peninsula,
including the Malacca Sultanate, during the fifteenth to
seventeenth century [5, 9, 10]. The term is best described
as ‘Chinese with Southeast Asian influences, particularly in
regard to their language variety, Baba Malay’ [15]. Male
Peranakans are known as Baba, while female Peranakans
are known as Nyonya. Some Peranakans from Malacca
started to migrate and form new Peranakan enclaves in

Singapore and Penang during the British colonisation
in the mid-eighteenth to nineteenth century [16]. The
Peranakans were educated in English-speaking coun-
tries during the nineteenth to early-twentieth century
and thus were fluent in speaking two or more lan-
guages such as English, Bahasa Melayu and Chinese of
which many were engaged as leader of communities
[17, 18] and were allowed to have considerable wealth
and high status during the colonial times.
Despite their inter-racial marriages with the strait

Malays, most Peranakans are not Muslim which enables
them to retain their ancestry and religion as there were
no laws requiring them to convert, and after a few gen-
erations, many Peranakans desire endogamous marriages
which means they prefer to marry other Peranakans
[19]. Due to the retainment of their ancestral identities,
they celebrate major Chinese celebrations such as Lunar
New Year and the Lantern Festival [20]. There are traces
of Dutch, Portuguese and British influences found in
Peranakans [21]. However, their ancestral identities and
Malay influences give the most remarkable influence on
Peranakan culture [22]. At present, the Peranakans are
identified via self-acknowledgement and their tangible
culture such as cuisines and clothing [19]. Malacca,
Penang and Singapore are the three main distinct loca-
tions where the Peranakan heritage is firmly established
today.

Nyonya cuisine
The Peranakans could not inherit their traditional dishes
after their settlement in destination due to unavailability
of certain ingredients; as a result, they had to improvise
with the local ingredients [23] that they have assimilated
into the local environment. In addition, the interracial
marriages between the immigrant Chinese and locals
(Malays) are bound to create some fusion dishes. Some
defines Nyonya cuisine as preparing dishes using Chinese
technique such as wok-frying and pork, with Malay and
Chinese spices and flavours [5, 24]. Examples of ingredi-
ents derived from the Chinese culture are black mush-
rooms, fungus such as bok jee (wood ears), kim chiam (lily
buds), taukee (soybean sticks), fish maws, tanghoon (glass
noodles), beehoon (rice vermicelli) and different varieties
of seasonings such as tauchio/taucheo (salted soybean
paste) and tichio (sweet sauce) [5]. The most distinctive
spice in both Nyonya and Malay cuisines is chilli, which
can be used in both fresh and dried forms followed by
others such as serai (lemon grass) and flower buds such as
bunga kantan (torch ginger buds), as well as fruits, nuts
and seeds, specifically buah keras (candlenuts), buah
keluak (a large black nut), lime juice, asam Jawa (tamar-
ind), cinnamon, cloves, nutmeg and ketumbar (coriander
seeds) [5, 19].

1Development, in general, is best understood as a process that has
established and evolved throughout history upon the aims for better
improvements. However, the term has been defined in many ways by
different perspectives. Among the different definition and elements
that have been discussed in order to define the term in the existing
literatures, this study uses the term of which covers history [11–13]
and modernization [14]. This study used the term ‘development’ as a
concept to cover the establishment, history, modernisation and the
current trend of Nyonya cuisine based on the existing literatures, not
to provide a new perception of the cuisine by authors’ perspectives.
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In the past, Peranakans followed the strict traditions of
their Chinese ancestry where the womenfolk of a house-
hold were confined to their respective houses most of
the time [19]. Therefore, Peranakan women spent most
of their time mainly in the kitchen of the house since it
was said the kitchen was the heart of life and activity of
a house at that time. And their cooking ability was
judged and standardised the worth of women in the
community [5]. As mentioned earlier, most Peranakans
were relatively wealthy that many households were able
to employ several servants and maids. With a consider-
able amount of free time and helping hands, Peranakan
women had resources to experiment and refine their
way of cooking, which contributed to the development
of Nyonya cuisine. Few examples of famous Nyonya
cuisine are Ayam buah Keluak, Penang Asam Laksa,
Ayam Pongteh, Achar, fish head curry and prawn chilli
paste. These dishes were improvised using the spices
such as tamarind and keluak found in the Malay Archi-
pelago [23].
Recipes of Nyonya cuisine are handed down to the

next-generation that uphold and inherit traditional rec-
ipes from the previous generations. Women play a major
role in Nyonya cuisine as the role of Peranakan women-
folks was mostly confined to kitchen and house works.
The assimilation and hybridisation of Peranakans in the
Malay Archipelago created Nyonya cuisine by their
efforts to overcome and adapt local culture and environ-
ment. The similarities of ingredients, food preparation
and cooking of Nyonya cuisine to Chinese and Malay or
Indo cuisine are clear evidence that Nyonya cuisine is a
product of cultural process that assimilated and bor-
rowed local cuisine into Peranakan cuisine, and further

developed and established hybridised cuisine in the
Malay Archipelago.

Discussion
The Peranakans in Penang and Malacca and Nyonya
cuisine
Penang and Malacca were known as commercial areas in
Malaysia where the Peranakans are prominently popu-
lated. Chinese male immigrants’ consistent movement to
Penang and Malacca and their intermarriage with local
women [15] led eminent number of the Peranakan
population in both areas. Penang is located near to the
border of Thailand, while Malacca is located further
south, near Indonesia (see Fig. 1). Such geographical
proximity has highly influenced the establishment of the
cuisine in Penang and Malacca. The Peranakans have
shared and practiced distinctive lifestyle which hybri-
dises local and Chinese culture. However, difference
between the Peranakan culture of Penang and Malacca
is notable in their food and language [16].
The proportion of Hokkien and Malay language usage

gives language distinction between the Malacca and Penang
Peranakans. The Malacca Peranakans speak Baba Malay, a
language that is a creolised Bahasa Melayu with borrowing
Hokkien and English words [24]. In addition, Malacca was
the centre of the Sultanate Melaka and its dominant
regional population has been Malay since their settlement
in the fifteenth century, while Penang was an environs of
another Malay population and was considered small [25],
which have added strong influence in the frequent usage of
Bahasa Melayu in Malacca. The Penang Peranakans speak
Baba Hokkien, which is based on Hokkien with slang of
Bahasa Melayu and expression [5, 26].

Fig. 1 Location of Penang and Malacca. Penang and Malacca are located in the West Malaysia. Both states are located along the north-west
coast of the Malacca Strait. Penang and Malacca are called ‘melting pot’ of culture and tradition because of the influx of immigrants particularly
Chinese, Malay, Indian and other remnants of English colonialism. Malacca is also well-known as a diverse cultural and traditional society and
often called as “Small Penang” because of the similarity of the city to Penang
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Differences can be found in both regions’ cuisines
although they are within the category of Nyonya cuis-
ine. It is considered that Nyonya cuisine is originated
from Malacca by the first settlement of Strait-Chinese
to Malay Peninsula that dispersed to Penang and
Singapore during the British colonisation in the mid-
eighteenth to nineteenth century [16]. Geographical
divergence and proximity can re-invent or blend the
cuisine in each region; Malacca Nyonya cuisine is
mostly influenced by the Portuguese and Indonesian,
whereas Penang is highly influenced by Thailand [27, 31].
The distinction is clearly shown in each region’s dominant
ingredients, recipe and utensils [28]. Laksa, a renowned
dish of Nyonya cuisine, provide clear differences between

Penang and Malacca Nyonya cuisine. The ingredients of
Laksa in Penang and Malacca show differences as Penang
Laksa (see Figs. 2a, b and 3) mainly uses lime, chilli, herbs,
shrimp paste and tamarind which gives sour and tangy fla-
vour which is also known as ‘Assam Laksa’, while Malacca
(curry) Laksa (see Figs. 4 and 5) uses Malaysian local herbs
such as cumin, belachan, chilli and coconut milk that has
sweeter flavour and illustrates more curry-like noodle
soup [29–33].
The cooking recipe also shows slight differences.

Otak-otak (see Figs. 6 and 7) is a custard kind of snack
made of fish, egg, belachan, coconut milk, lime juice and
other ingredients wrapped by leaf. Malacca otak-otak is
narrowly wrapped with coconut or nipa leaves then

Fig. 2 a, b Penang Laksa (Assam Laksa). Penang Laksa is as known as ‘Assam Laksa’. The dish was born in Penang with fresh fish-based broth and
bunch of herbs and vegetables. The dish has a sour taste by the use of lime, chilli, galangal, tamarind and local herbs and also tangy by fish
(usually mackerel or sardine or ikan tonkol (skip jack tuna)) broth and shrimp paste. It is garnished by shallot and other sliced raw vegetables such
as cucumber, onion and chilli. The dish is served with heh ko (dark shrimp sauce)—dark sauce displayed on the right of the Assam Laksa in
the figure
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grilled over charcoal fire to enclose smoky flavour and
smell [5, 34]. Penang otak-otak is mixed with betel leaves
and wrapped with banana leaves in square-bowl shape
or pocket shape fastened on the upper side with a tooth-
pick. Penang otak-otak is steamed that gives softer tex-
ture, while Malacca’s have a strong smoky smell and
flavour [34] and firm texture after being grilled over
charcoal fire.
Besides, there are differences in significant Nyonya

dish in each region by adaptation of Nyonya cuisine.
Buah Keluak (Indonesian black nut dishes) is still a fam-
ous dish in Malacca, but in Penang, due to strenuous
preparation and particular taste, the dish has

disappeared in the region [35]. Belachan (shrimp paste)
in Malacca has more mashed texture and paler colour
while Penang belachan (also known as hae ko) is a dark
black sticky paste that is used for salad dressing [36, 37].
The Penang Peranakans are more open and receptive to
new culture and environment [38]. As mentioned above,
geographical proximity of Penang to Thailand builds
more interaction between Penang and Thailand that
created remarkable dish in Penang Nyonya cuisine, such
as kerabu salad (spicy pineapple salad)—kerabu is origi-
nated from Thailand. Nyonya kuih (also called as Kuih
ko sui/swee) is also a famous Penang Nyonya cuisine
[22] that is steamed in Chinese teacups.

Fig. 3 Penang Laksa Paste at grocery store in Malaysia. Penang (Assam) Laksa paste can be easily found in grocery stores in Malaysia. There are
varieties of products manufactured and sold in Malaysia which ease the preparation of the dish. The ingredients of the paste products contain
fish (vary) broth, vegetable and herbs in general that consumers only need to add water to the paste, boil noodles and add garnishes and
vegetables upon the preference of consumers
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Effects of globalisation—the downfall of Nyonya cuisine
and dilution of Nyonya identity
It is widely accepted that the downfall of the Peranakans
started in the early twentieth century due to political factor
such as the world wars. It depleted the Peranakans of their
massive wealth, further contributed by the decline in value
of rubber and tin. Some of the wealth was squandered away
by the younger generations who basically live off their de-
scendant’s savings. Some of the wealth was donated to help
rejuvenate the crippled economy of the Malay Archipelago
due to the world wars and to help their colonial British
bosses in some cases. The withdrawal of the colonial British
and independence of Malaysia and Singapore further weak-
ened the Peranakans, stripping them of their special social

status and privileges as well as their sense of identity. Fur-
thermore, the decisions of the Malaysian and Singaporean
Government to classify people into strict rigid categories by
race—as Malay, Chinese, Indian and others—has further di-
luted the Peranakans’ identity. With globalisation, people
tend to integrate their cultures with others more, modify or
outright replace old traditions and practices in favour of
making it easier or cheaper. This means that certain lavish
Peranakan practices such as the 12 days wedding rituals
were either reduced or abandoned in favour of simpler and
cheaper ceremonies. As education becomes more widely
available, the younger generations of Peranakan are tempted
to choose not to learn the old method as it is usually time
consuming and labour-intensive. Also, with a good

Fig. 4 a, b Malacca Laksa (curry Laksa). Malacca Laksa used coconut milk which provides thick texture in the soup base. It is relatively sweet,
spicy, and creamy and contains curry taste as the dish. The dish is known for the strong flavour by several ingredients used for the dish such as
chicken and/or prawn, curry powder, fish balls, fried tofu, chillies, shrimp paste, garlic, ginger, cumin and local ingredients. Often garnished by
bean sprout, shredded chicken and prawn and served with sambal that enhances the flavour of the dish
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education, they have a wider range of jobs to choose from
instead of sticking to the old professions. As with any cul-
tures, Peranakan also practices taboos or ‘pantang larang’
but most of the modern generation no longer does this
mainly either it is too time consuming or it is not a big deal
for them. This also means traditional Nyonya cuisines that
are generally time consuming were practiced less and less
due to declining interests of the young generation. Finally,
the Peranakans have only few ways to express their heritage,
mainly through their clothing and food in modern times
[19]. The older generation of the Peranakans nowadays sees
their cultural identity as diminishing in that there is a degree
of ‘Peranakan-ness’ within the society in terms of language

fluency by Peranakans in the late 1960s: ‘I don’t really
think there is a Peranakan identity these days; it’s
more like an open culture for everyone’.—Mr. Tan, an
older generation of Peranakans [39].

The rejuvenation of Peranakan culture
In the 1980s, the Peranakan culture started to gain back
the public interests. In Singapore, films and drama
series such as Pileh Menantu’s Choosing a Daughter-in-
Law (1984), The Old Husband and The Young Wife
(1985) and The Little Nyonya (2008) contributed to
gain public attention on the Nyonya culture. Cook-
books illustrating Nyonya cuisine helped to resurrect

Fig. 5 Malacca Curry Laksa paste at grocery store in Malaysia. Malacca Curry Laksa paste is also easily found in grocery stores in Malaysia. The
paste blended the main ingredients of Malacca Curry Laksa, which contains curry powder, shrimp paste, herbs and vegetables that ease the
preparation of the dish. Such paste products only request consumers to add water to make easy broth of the dish, noodles, vegetables and
garnishes upon the preference of consumers
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and keep the cuisine alive as well. One of the most
representative Nyonya cookbooks was Mrs. Lee Chin
Koon’s (mother of Lee Kuan Yew) Mrs. Lee Cookbook
(Vol.1 in 2003 and Vol.2 in 2004).
In Malaysia, several books on Peranakan community were

published. Yeap Joo Kim’s The Patriarch (1975), Ruth Ho’s
Rainbow Round My Shoulder (1975) and Lee Su Kim’s
Malaysian Flavours (1996, 2004) are representative publica-
tion accounts of Peranakan culture [19]. The book Nyonya
kebaya (2004) and exhibition by Datin Seri Endon Mah-
mood, the previous First Lady of Malaysia, contributed to
have great attention of public in 2000s. Nyonya restaurants

continue to appear in Malaysia due to their unique flavours
[19] which sustain Nyonya cuisine in society.
Despite the rich heritage Nyonya cuisine carries, young

population in the region do not seem to be aware of the
cuisine. Young university students majoring culinary arts
are only aware of the culture of the cuisine, not the
uniqueness or details of the cuisine that the efforts made
by media and publications seem nominal unless the
young person does not have a strong Peranakan family
background [40].
There has been an increase of curiosity and contribu-

tion of Nyonya cuisine in regions’ cookbooks, blogs,

Fig. 6 Penang otak-otak. Penang otak-otak is a soft-textured snack. It is made of fish, egg, coconut milk, lime or lemon juice, belachan, betal
leaves, herbs and other ingredients that are wrapped by banana leaf. The shape of bowl vary as it depends on personal preference; however, it is
often either squared-shape or pocket shape fastened on the upper side with a toothpick. The dish is ideally steamed for 10 to 20 min in high
heat and serves as a snack or side meal of the main dish

Fig. 7 Malacca otak-otak. Malacca otak-otak is custard-textured snack made of fish, egg, coconut milk, lime or lemon juice and other ingredients
wrapped by coconut or nipa leaves. Malacca-style otak-otak is grilled over charcoal fire in order to enclose smoky taste and smell. Although it is
soft after grilled over charcoal fire, Malacca’s tend to have more firm texture than Penang otak-otak
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online websites and food product which sustains public
interest towards Nyonya cuisine [41]. The annual con-
vention of Baba Nyonya hosted by the State Chinese
Association (Peranakan communities) in Southeast Asia
rotates among Penang, Melacca, Phuket and Singapore
[42] and also contributes to promoting the cuisine and
Nyonya culture in the region. Nyonya food product (see
Fig. 8) manufactured by local companies such as instant
noodle and laksa paste are highly consumed and enjoyed
popularity among locals. Such contribution and support
by Peranakan communities and the public appear to be
the motive for the rejuvenation of Nyonya cuisine in the
present era.

Conclusion
The purpose of this article was to provide a good under-
standing of the Nyonya cuisine history throughout the
history of the Peranakans, to investigate the feature and
development of the Nyonya cuisine in the Malay Archi-
pelago and to understand the present status of Nyonya
cuisine in the region. Nyonya cuisine was born out as a
unique mixture of cultures along with the movement of
the Peranakans from China to the Malay Archipelago.
Chinese cuisine has evolved and adapted to local cuisine
with the transmission of its traditional ingredients which
has created new distinctive cuisine in the region. Migra-
tion gave significant impacts on the development of
regional culture and globalisation and, at the same time,
has both positive and negative impacts. It has diluted
Peranakan culture by influx of global culture into the
region that enables the exchange of culture, while it also
assists to rejuvenate the culture by spotlighting and

promoting of the culture worldwide. Besides, geograph-
ical proximity and political factors also influenced the
development of the cuisine in different region of the
Malay Archipelago as shown in Penang and Malacca
within the category of Nyonya cuisine. By acknowledging
the development of Nyonya cuisine since its emergence,
it is a distinguished example of cultural hybridisation
evoked by a consequence of migrations. The difference
between Penang and Malacca Nyonya cuisine shows how
geographical proximity, environment and politics influ-
enced the development of the cuisine as Nyonya cuisine
differentiated between Penang and Malacca. The tradition
of Nyonya culture has been diminished by the strong influ-
ence of globalisation into the society. However, the efforts
to rejuvenate Nyonya culture intrigued by the public and
Peranakan communities via publication, media, campaigns
and supports may bring further development of Nyonya
cuisine.
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